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A passion for food

F

ood: one of the primary necessities of life and
the core business of Uticon. Day in, day out,
we are working – together with our customers
– to ensure the optimisation of production processes, enhancement of output, and the susta
inable building and renovation of factories.
The
number of mouths to be fed is on the increase
globally, while resources are becoming scarc
er.
Quality and safety are subject to increasingly
rigid requirements, which all demand ongoing
development and innovation if they are to be adeq
uately met. Uticon knows the ins and outs of
the food
industry and is familiar with the strict legislation
that prevails in this area of activity.
Ever since the foundation of our business in 1985
, we have been active in the food industry. Food
is in our DNA and has been our focus for many
years now. Added to this... we are a partner
who
will go beyond mere technology in our explo
ration of solutions. Together with our customers
–
whom we prefer to call partners – we delve
deeply into the processes whenever this is called
for.
On the other hand, because we are not distra
cted by daily operations, we can take a helico
pter
view which enables us to work out highly effect
ive, and sometimes surprising, solutions. Think
ing
outside the box – with an open mind – often
leads to fresh insights and possibilities.
When it comes to production facilities, they are
more than the sum of properly qualified emplo
yees
and state-of-the art machinery; this is evident
from the way in which space conditioning is
gaining
ground. There is a growing consensus about
the direct relationship between bacteriological
contamination and climate conditioning. Uticon has made
dramatic efforts within this field of expertise,
and
has accumulated a great deal of know-how in
the process; we are currently participating in
ongoing
research into the impact of climate on bacteriolog
ical contamination.
COur ongoing search for sustainable solutions
(optimal utilisation of resources/ energy-efficient
installations) and ways to minimise operational costs,
contribute to future-proof management for our
partners, as you will see from reading the articles
in this edition of Uticon News. We consider the
ongoing
development and training of our engineers to
be a must if we are to ensure that we can live
up to our
slogan ‘progress in every process’. We alway
s aim for a progressive and innovative approach!
In this edition of Uticon News we are proud
to showcase our passion for food – a passion
that we
share with our partners – as we take you on
a tour of a number of our projects.
We wish you happy reading, and we do hope
that what you read will inspire you to embark
upon
a new project with us – or to get in touch with
us.
With kind regards,

Simon Bruijnooge
managing director
Uticon Ingenieursgroep BV
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Uticon advises
meat producer
on raising the roof
I

mperial Meat Products, which has five locations in Belgium, is part of the largest meat-processing organisation
in Europe: the Campofrio Food Group. Imperial Meat Products boasts a comprehensive range of salamis, raw
and cooked ham, poultry products, culinary ingredients and pates. Imperial develops quality meat products
for the butchery and catering trades and applies the utmost dedication in bringing tasty, pre-packed, fine meat
products to the market. With a view to optimised production, Imperial has taken the decision to centralise all
their logistic activities in Amando Destelbergen.

Says Ringo Schoutteten, project manager at Imperial Meat Products: “The first stage
within this project was the relocation of the production lines. And the next stage was
the transformation of Amando from a production site to a centre for distribution and
slicing.”

Different scenarios
Thomas van Uden, project leader and architect at Uticon: “Due to the relocation of
several production lines, we were left with too many buildings suitable for production
purposes, and a shortage of buildings with higher ceilings, which would be more suitable for the storage of finished products. Different scenarios had been considered, including options such as extension, and demolition to make way for new premises. Imperial had also looked into the option of outsourcing the entire logistics process, but eventually the choice was made to raise the roof on a building of approximately. 1,600 m2.”

A sustainable solution
Ringo: “Everybody was flabbergasted; our engineering manager, the board of directors
and even the suppliers.” The roof to be raised looked quite spectacular once it was po-

“They have broadened our horizons.”
sitioned on the lifting jacks. Thomas enumerates the benefits of the roof-raising project: “This wasn’t just a very favourable solution from the point of view of costs; there
are also great benefits in terms of sustainability. Consider avoiding the need to dispose
of demolition debris as well as the saving on building materials (nearly 100% recycling). Admittedly, we were fortunate in having a roof that was ideal for such a raising
operation. The existing roof, floors and supporting structure have remained intact for
the greater part, and in just a few days the existing roof was literally raised 4 meters
using lifting jacks from the specialist company of T.C. v.d. Dool BV.”

Challenge
“This roof-raising exercise was not my first project as project manager for Imperial
Meat Products, but it was definitely the most spectacular”, says Ringo. “The biggest
challenge was the tight time schedule. There was a time frame of just a few months
between final budget approval and the date of commissioning. During that period, as
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Ringo Schoutteten (l) and Thomas van Uden (r)

well as arranging planning consent the various contractors involved had to be coordinated to carry out their assignments around the roof-raising project. It succeeded, and
thanks to all efforts, Destelbergen has now become the food terminal for Imperial.”

Collaboration
Ringo: “Thanks to the backup from our engineering department, we could mostly take
care of the execution support ourselves; Uticon was primarily involved during the theoretical stages.” Thomas adds: “In our preliminary studies we provided advice about
potential solutions, after which we worked out the construction plans and the constructive study, as well as working on the tender documents for the roof-raising project.”
Ringo explains: “The crucial element of such a collaboration is that an external party
such as Uticon suggests sufficient alternatives. Uticon’s expertise and their awareness
of trends and developments in the market place definitely widened our horizons;
Uticon was the perfect match for our leading role in the Belgian meat industry.”
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Pictured from left to right: Gerard Casteleijn, Joes van Genuchten, Rody Klaassen and Peter Meeuwsen

Healthier snacks
thanks to Codrico!
C

odrico is a production company specialising in the processing of maize, cereals and other agricultural
products such as rice, wheat, fava beans, chickpeas, lentils etc. The business is situated in a factory on the
Rijnhaven in Rotterdam. This strategic hub gives Codrico the edge over its competitors; raw materials arrive
by sea and are shipped, after processing, as high-grade ingredients to customers in the food industry all over
the world.
In addition to its traditional milling operations, Codrico has increasingly focused on the so-called hydrothermal
processing of products, including extrusion operations. Thanks to innovative processes, Codrico supplies a
range of unique products to major snack producers all over the world; these include ingredients for ‘healthier
snacks’ (such as crispy puffed maize snacks, lentil and chickpea chips) as well as hummus products and
ingredients with a high protein content for low fat products.
In 2013, a new innovative process installation – developed in-house – was built and commissioned for the
production of ingredients for the production of Tortilla chips and products, among other things. Uticon was
entrusted with the engineering and construction management for this challenging project, which was given the
name ‘Summer’.
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Joes van Genuchten, CEO of Codrico: “The Summer
Project came about because we wanted to launch a new
product on the market. This product is manufactured
traditionally, and manufacture is process-oriented, rather
than batch-wise. We have developed the production line
and adjusted the existing technology ourselves. This has
been done within the existing premises.”
The first contact with Uticon was through Gerard Casteleijn, project manager at Codrico. Gerard: “We were left
with a good impression of Uticon after our first meeting.
At that time, we were not yet considering any concrete
projects for the building of production lines. However,
after a year, that was the case – with the Summer project
– and our contact was then refreshed.” Joes: “Uticon’s
different approach as compared to other engineering
consultants appealed to us. The added value they offer
stems from their pragmatic approach; they do not set
about a project in a standard way, or ‘go by the book’,
but they like to think along with the client and take a

main components from various suppliers. We developed
a plan for these components on the premises and drew
up a comprehensive design for a complete, integrated
production line. In addition, we worked out the necessary structural alterations, modified the utilities and carried out construction management.”
Rody Klaassen, project engineer at Uticon, was actively
involved in the daily execution: “Project Summer owes
its name to the deadline; the production line had to be
commissioned in the summer. Our challenge was to
make everything fit into the existing buildings, distributed across five floors, whereby we had to take the existing, physical construction of the premises into account.” Gerard: “Because of the time pressure, a number of steps ran in parallel; building, designing and planning took place simultaneously.” Joes adds: “There was
no traditional step by step process, and in such a case it
is crucial for the engineering consultants to go with the
flow, rather than sticking to their own approach.”

“ Uticon was like having insurance to improve
the chance of success.”
customer-oriented approach when it comes to the execution of the project. It was agreed that Peter Meeuwsen
would become the external project manager for Codrico,
while Rody Klaassen, as external project engineer, took
care of engineering and the daily management of the
other contractors involved in the Summer project.”

Insurance
Joes: “As a CEO, I have been involved in this project
from the point of view of strategy; making investment
decisions as well as being responsible for budget control.
In addition, I wanted to be kept fully informed about the
project’s development and progress. The challenge for
this project was in the new technology, which required a
substantial investment. The major question was: will the
installation perform as per expectations and will it yield
the desired product? The production process subsequently designed by Codrico did not then exist, so we had no
frame of reference to rely on. That can makes a project
like this a bit nerve-racking. Working with Uticon was
like having insurance to improve the chance of success.”

The Rotterdam type of collaboration
Rody: “The organisational structure of Codrico was very
pleasant to work within; lines of communication were
short so that decisions could be taken quickly.” Joes: “We
used to collaborate in the Rotterdam way: i.e. effective
communication thanks to direct, short lines. And when
there were issues, they were tough; but then again, they
were few and far between. In that respect we have also
relied greatly on Uticon’s insight.”
Gerard: “An extra process stage is being added to the installation at the moment, and internal product transport
is being modified as well. We are happy with our collaboration with Uticon, and we are already busy drafting a
building application together for our next project.”

Unique
Peter Meeuwsen, project engineer at Uticon: “When we
began this project, Codrico had already purchased the

Masters in Cereal Technology Rotterdam
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Pictured from left to right: Alain Bockstaele,
Filip Vandecaesbeek and Jurgen Gouwy

W

ith the introduction of the Pick&Place project,
Marine Harvest Pieters in Bruges (Belgium)
have realised one of their biggest investments of recent
years. Marine Harvest Pieters is part of the Marine
Harvest Group, the world’s largest seafood concern;
in Belgium the business is the market leader in fish,
crustaceans and shellfish. The main activity in Bruges is
the packaging of fresh fish in consumer units. Products
are supplied to the large retailers on a daily basis. To
accomplish this, the company needs to have a very
efficient infrastructure for production and logistics;
the Pick&Place installation is an indispensable part of
that system. Uticon has co-managed all aspects of the
Pick&Place project.
Alain Bockstaele, plant manager of Marine Harvest Pieters: “Our core activity in
Bruges is MAP (Modified Atmosphere
Packaging). In our business, that means
packaging fresh fish (such as salmon and
cod) within a protective atmosphere. And
to that end, we are always keen to optimise our packaging lines by means of the latest technology.” Filip Vandecaesbeek, project engineer at Marine Harvest Pieters, is
closely involved in streamlining the production processes: “The Vision Control
System was recently introduced as a preparation for the Pick&Place project. This
system ensures packaging is checked for
seal tightness, readability of labels and
the accuracy of information. This is a ful-

ly automated process, and packaging is
checked on more than 20 points at tremendous speed.”

Prestige
Alain: “Operating from the Value Added
Product business unit, we are active
throughout Europe: developing, processing and marketing seafood products
with a high added value. The Pick&Place
project is part of this activity and is regarded as a truly prestige project within Europe. The main objectives of the project
are an increase in efficiency and output
within the MAP production. This is a
far-reaching project, because it implies a
real revolution in production.” Filip:

Pick&Place
“Thanks to the Pick&Place project we can
be sure that our packaging lines are as
efficient as possible. The line starts with
the fish being placed on a small tray,
which is then sealed, weighed, identified
and subjected to quality control (by means of Vision Control). The robot cell is
the final step; it ensures that the trays are
automatically directed to the correct crates
in the required stacking pattern.” Alain:
“Automation of the supply of empty crates
to the robot cells and conveyance of filled
crates to the cold rooms is one of the challenges of the Pick&Place project. The installation must take account of a multitude of packaging configurations as regards
dishes, crates and stacking patterns.”

An on-site specialist
Jurgen Gouwy, senior project manager at
Uticon, has supported the project in all
its aspects: “Uticon has contributed to
this project in several disciplines. First of
all, we focused on realising the fairly
bulky installation and integrating it into
the processing line. A number of improvements in layout and general concept
were necessary. In contrast to the set-up
initially planned, we have opted for the

total integration of the Pick&Place installation within Marine Harvest Pieters’
existing information systems. In this way
it has been possible to ensure that order
control and feedback from the installation
can be integrated into a fully automated
process. And in a project management
context, contacts with both the supplier of
the installation and the various departments within the organisation at Marine
Harvest Pieters were absolutely crucial.”

Special orders
Alain: “The challenge of this project lies
in the fresh products that we supply to
various customers on a daily basis. A
wide diversity of products are processed,
packaged and dispatched in a race against
the clock.’’ Jurgen: “Consequently, production planning is not so simple. Large
and small order runs alternate in constantly changing packaging. We are dealing with after-orders, promotional packaging and priority orders; the comprehensive Pick&Place installation must therefore be capable of ensuring that for
each and every order the correct quantity
of the right product ends up in the right
crate.” Filip: “All parts of the line must be
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in fish processing
aligned with one another, and the robot
cell is an essential component.
Things are fine from a mechanical point
of view, but the integration into our administrative system has been the hardest
part. Initially, the Pick&Place installation
was meant to be a stand-alone application,
but quite soon it became evident that integration was going to be essential.”

personnel was an important part of the
project.” Jurgen: “The process used to
involve a lot of manual labour, with people
often having to make repetitive movements. This has now been taken over by
the robot, so our production staff can be
deployed to other tasks.”

red. Fish processing is not a simple business, but Jurgen familiarised himself
with the finer points very quickly.” Jurgen: “Our previous experience with similar projects definitely paid dividends
here.” Alain concludes: “If another such
project ever crops up, we will definitely
turn to Uticon again.”

“	This is a far-reaching project, because it implies a real 		
revolution in production.”
Information sessions

Collaboration

Alain: “Communicating effectively with
the people on the work floor and involving them in the project is of paramount
importance.” Jurgen: “During our information sessions we have provided an
in-depth explanation of the project, and
along those lines we have tried to meet
the need for information on the part of
employees as fully as possible.” Ergonomics, in particular, were a major requirement. Alain underlines: “Improving the
ergonomics of working conditions for the

Alain: “For us, the collaboration with Uticon ran very smoothly, despite some intensive mutual aligning. Within this project it was crucial that both Filip, our engineer, and Jurgen were up to speed on
the details of the project; these were communicated on a continuous basis.” Filip
adds: “The fact that Uticon liaised for us
with our suppliers was a pleasant experience, and something that we had not
expected. And we were amazed by the exceptionally short training period requi-
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HVAC in the
food industry;
a permanent interaction
A

ir conditioning can create optimal room conditions that contributes to high product quality. Quality and
safety standards are becoming ever stricter, so increasing attention is being paid to room conditioning.
Uticon has specialised in Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) in the food industry, and integrates
this technology into both renovating and building new premises.
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“ Uticon has the specialist knowledge necessary to establish
these emissions – which can be hard to assess.”
Miel Bogaerts, senior project engineer at Uticon: “The choice of an optimal HVAC
system for a building will depend upon the activities that are going to take place in any
given room. A large factory area for raw materials requires a totally different approach
to a space for housing finished products that need to be deep-frozen. First of all, we
analyse the nature of the space: what are we dealing with, how is the space used, are
there people working in the area?” Marleen Mouwen, project leader at Uticon, adds:
“Since we are always building a tailor-made system, collaboration with the customer
remains crucial. We establish the starting points together. Our clients each have their
own specific product knowledge, and Uticon can rely on its own in-depth and extensive expertise of both production processes and installations. With our combined
strengths, we can embark on a dialogue which will result in an effective plan for the
installation.”

Steering a middle course
Marleen: “In terms of the HVAC system, quality comes first. The correct room conditions will contribute to product quality.” Miel offers an example: “Fresh products, such
as meat and fish, are extremely vulnerable to deterioration. In general, these products
are processed in cold rooms, which retards the perishing process. Our customers in
fish processing prefer to store their products at a temperature of 2°C. However, this is
not an ideal temperature for the employees who have to work with the product. So we
are constantly trying to steer a middle course between product sustainability and working conditions; we need to find the temperature at which product quality can be
maintained while employees can work with optimal efficiency. A temperature of 12°C
is sometimes chosen to ensure an acceptable working environment. At 12°C, knives
can still be handled reasonably well. In such a case, it is essential that the customer
specifies the conditions in advance. For example: how long will employees be expected
to stay in the room?”

Working conditions
Marleen: “On the other hand, our potato processing customers face different challenges. The emission levels (heat development from both the process and equipment) are
high in the production of French fries, so temperatures rise quickly. Uticon has the
specialist knowledge necessary to establish these emissions – which can be hard to assess – so that room conditions can be kept within more or less acceptable limits. Optimal solutions can be explored from the various disciplines within Uticon, and extra attention will be paid to any areas where people are constantly at work. As well as excessive heat, we must also take humidity and fat into account. After all, safety is a crucial
element in the application of HVAC. Visibility may be impaired by fumes emanating
from the process; fat may cause slippery floors as well as odour nuisance. It is of paramount importance that working conditions are taken into account. The noise that the
installation produces may also put a strain on employees, and – depending on the
room housing the installation – noise levels may be subject to requirements. Uticon
prefers to design installations in such a way that emissions are tackled at source.”

Sustainable and reliable
Like all other industries, sustainability has become increasingly important in the food
industry, and a HVAC system can contribute greatly to that objective. Marleen: “We assess emission flows: for example, can we re-use residual heat to warm the building or
to provide hot water in changing rooms?” Miel: “It is logical to ensure that the installation of an HVAC system coincides with any planned renovation or new-build project,
because that reduces the level of investment.”
Maintenance and running costs are also focal points. Miel: “The accessibility of HVAC
installations comes to mind. Will it be possible to install a platform? Would this be responsible from a hygiene point of view, or would it be sufficient if the installation could
be accessed using a hydraulic lift platform? These are the kinds of considerations
which must be taken into account, whereby customer requirements are paramount.”
Marleen: “We consistently advise our customers to incorporate maintenance for the
operational stage into the design from the outset. By enabling proper maintenance and
designing maintenance-friendly HVAC installations, we achieve a high level of reliability for our customers’ processes.”

Interaction for food safety
‘Zoning’ is the compartmentalisation of a factory into hygienic zones: low, medium
and high care zones are those most frequently applied, whereby each customer has
their own specifications. Engineers and installation fitters within Uticon collaborate
closely to ensure that zoning will improve food safety. The technical design incorporates both the layout and features of each room. Typical details shown are: air pressure
regime (air supply and discharge), use of materials (stainless steel, no glass splinters
etc.) and building specifics (no cavities, level of finish). Both disciplines work jointly to
achieve an optimal layout. Once the basics have been properly worked out, and a logical flow of goods and personnel has been established, the output and efficiency of the
room will increase. Shorter production flows are known to have a positive impact on
food safety.
Uticon uses an essential tool for their designs: the REVIT drawing programme: one
single 3D model in which all disciplines work together. This ensures optimal alignment
between the different disciplines. If there are, for example, any structural modifications,
adjustments to installations will become directly visible. This integral approach avoids
the use of different versions of the drawings, eliminating errors insofar as this is possible. The 3D image also provides a good visual representation of the future situation.
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ince the merger between Friesland Foods
and Campina in 2009, De Graafstroom
dairy (established in Bleskensgraaf) has been in
the hands of the DeltaMilk dairy cooperative; a
dedicated association of 150 dairy farmers, who
together make all the decisions concerning the
strategic planning and activities of the dairy. De
Graafstroom has strong feelings when it comes to
culture, as can be seen from the bactofuge project.

Pictured from left to right: Leo van Bochove,
Jeroen Rottier and Henk van Bochove

De Graafstroom
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Henk van Bochove, who used to be a director of Friesland Foods, is now the director of De Graafstroom: “In
2009 we opted for a revised strategy, focusing on the
delivery of added value for our cheese, whey and cream
to meet the market demand for quality. Obviously, we
wanted to realise growth as well: from 38,000 to 50,000
tons of cheese. We are on the right track, because we
have reached a high level of automation. Then again,
this growth is not our primary objective. It is our objective
to deliver added value from the milk to our customers.
We are not only talking about cheese of a higher quality,
but about whey as well; we want to market whey of a suitable quality for children’s nutrition. We are also busy
turning cream into a more upmarket product.”

Bactofuges
Jeroen Rottier, project leader at Uticon: “Whey used to be
just a residual product, whereas nowadays it is a highgrade ingredient in a variety of products.” Henk: “To
meet the demand for superior quality cheese and whey
for children’s nutrition, we have initiated the bactofuge
project. Bactofuges are centrifuges that can separate any
elements from the milk or whey flow that are undesirable for a given process. The process can be divided into
three stages: installing the centrifuges which treat the
milk to remove butyric acid bacterial spores, adjusting
the whey line and doubling its output, and installing an
evaporator and a reverse-osmosis unit. For the first stage
of the project – installing the centrifuges – we enlisted
an external party who has realised this on a turnkey basis. This party has also carried out the technical (turnkey)
execution of the second stage. We entrusted the project
management of the second stage to Uticon. External expertise was required because this was a far-reaching process stage, the realisation of which was quite intricate.
After that, we were able to assume project management
of the third stage ourselves. During that stage, we only
needed to enlist the help of specialists for installations
such as the renewed evaporator and the Casomatic.
Being a medium-sized business, we have neither the desire nor the capacity to employ a permanent staff of engineers ourselves. We prefer to use the services of external parties with a knowledge of – and a passion for – the
dairy industry. These parties must be able to relieve us of
certain burdens. This means that they not only bring us
their expertise and skills; they also have to assume

responsibility for the realisation of a successful project,
up to and including the moment of commissioning.
Uticon boasts precisely such expertise and skills, which
means they can free us from these worries. And in any
subsequent project we will make even more intensive
use of that potential.”

Fewer channels
Henk: “This type of project involves dealing with people.
After all, the human factor is always essential. So when
we opted for Uticon we felt it was crucial that the chemistry was right.” Jeroen adds: “This is a medium-sized
organisation, with only a few channels of communication. This makes it really important that the right person,
with the right background, is engaged on the project to
ensure a good working relationship with the organisation at De Graafstroom.” Henk: “Once again, this project

Thanks to our expertise and skills, the customer had the
benefit of a sparring partner.” Henk: “Uticon’s added value was twofold: expertise and relief from worries. Their
enthusiasm and commitment to the project were also of
real benefit. Leo van Bochove, senior account manager
at Uticon, made site visits several times during the project, demonstrating Uticon’s commitment. The way in
which Uticon dealt with the commercial side of a longterm partnership, combined with project-technical and
substantive support, definitely impressed us.”

“The entrepreneur in me”
Henk: “We experienced the collaboration with Uticon as
very positive. Uticon’s added value as compared to other
agencies lies in culture, know-how and expertise. Their
knowledge of the dairy industry was crucial to us, and
Uticon fully met our expectations. We would very much

“	Their enthusiasm and commitment to the
project were also of real benefit.”
has demonstrated how important the backgrounds and
cultures of people are. The combination of two totally
different characters from opposite ends of the country,
each with their own point of view, sometimes led to fierce discussions; but their collaboration has ensured a
successful project.”

The challenge
Henk: “As a director I was involved in this project right
from the initial stage. From the strategic and financial
points of view, the right choices for the future had to be
made. There were two aspects to the challenge of this
project: timing and finance. On the one hand, we wanted to stick to the plans we had made; on the other hand,
we wanted to remain within budget. Scope, budget and
timing were often discussed in the meetings of the steering group. In addition, I wanted to know what was
going on, so I was frequently in direct contact with Uticon.” Jeroen adds: “Uticon had been engaged for project
management, and took responsibility for planning and
budget control. Taking the goals of De Graafstroom into
account, we wanted to realise their requirements.

like to make use of Uticon’s services in future, because
their culture chimes with our organisation. They are enthusiastic and committed, from start to finish. I would
like to give an example to explain the great importance
that we attach to culture. If we have to choose between
an applicant with less experience but more affinity with
our culture and an applicant with those qualifications in
reverse, we would go for the candidate with less experience. In the long run, that candidate is likely to go further within our organisation because of the chemistry
with our culture.”

opts for culture
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Uticon contributes to
the future of genuine
Belgian chocolate
B

elcolade, the brand of genuine Belgian chocolate made by the Belgian familyowned company Puratos, will be expanding its site in Erembodegem (Aalst). Two
extra production lines are to be added: one for the production of fluid chocolate and
one for packaged chocolate. In addition, a new warehouse for finished products is to
be built, with capacity for more than 9,000 pallet locations as well as a forwarding
site including four loading docks. This investment re-confirms Puratos’ passion for
genuine Belgian chocolate with a superior flavour.

The expansion involves an investment of 21 million euros.
The existing buildings will be enlarged by 7,500m2, providing room for two new production lines as well as a spacious, modern warehouse facility. The expanded site will
measure 36,000m2 in total. During the first stage, the extra
production for fluid chocolate will yield 15% additional output; the extra line for packaged products will lead to a 30%
increase in output. In the long run, total output will be increased by 50%.

Project under construction
Peter Meeuwsen, project manager at Uticon: “Uticon was
engaged in this project for both engineering and project
management. We are responsible, among other things, for
the architectural design of the new premises and for the reconstruction of existing production buildings and warehouses.” Luc de Norre, site manager at Belcolade says: “Thanks
to the centralisation and expansion of our warehouse, we
will not only be able to produce more and ensure even faster deliveries to our customers; because of the extension of
our production lines, we will also be able to respond with
greater flexibility if our customers require a tailor-made
product.”

Laying the foundation stone

Pictured from left to right:
Luc De Norre (Belcolade site manager), Christoph D’Haese (Mayor of Aalst),
Eddy Van Belle (Chairman of the Board: Puratos), Daniel Malcorps (CEO of Puratos).

Peter: “Uticon is involved in designing and specifying the
process installations, the utilities and the various packaging
lines. We will also be designing the drainage system and
rain water discharge system as well as the installations on
the premises such as lighting, sprinklers, low-voltage installation and the HVAC system. In addition, we will be taking
care of the construction management for the entire project.
All in all, this is – once again – a project for which collaboration between our various disciplines is of paramount
importance. The project is now in full swing; the foundation
stone, as it were, was laid by the Puratos CEO and Chairman of the Board, and the mayor of Aalst.”
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PROGRESS IN
EVERY PROCESS

Making progress in production processes. That is what Uticon has been promising to the food
industry since 1985. And Uticon has made good its promise – by developing and rolling out
production processes that yield more turnover for processors, suppliers and customers. And that
also yields benefits for the environment, because energy and resources are handled in a more
responsible and efficient way. We’d like to know how much progress we can make in your processes.
www.uticon.nl
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